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NewHeavenNewEarth (NHNE) founder and president, David Sunfellow,
will present an overview of the near-death experience (NDE) and the vital
insights it offers for how we can live better, healthier, happier lives. David
will also discuss how NDEs are emerging as a global phenomenon with a
growing number of people all over the planet reporting the experience. In
recent years, NHNE has built a diverse online ecosystem of websites and
social networks that have been actively exploring all aspects of the near-death
experience (and related phenomena). Along with including many people who
have personally experienced NDEs, NHNE's online community hosts one of
the largest collections of first-person NDE video testimonies on the net. David's presentation will include
video clips of people sharing NDEs and there will be a time for questions and answers. This presentation will
be followed by two additional classes, at as yet undetermined times and locations, that will examine the neardeath experience in greater depth.
This presentation is being co-sponsored by NHNE and The Mustard Seed Venture. NHNE's mission is to help
unravel the fundamental mysteries of human existence: Who are we? Why are we here? Where are we headed?
What is the origin and purpose of life? The mission of The Mustard Seed Venture is to deeply understand,
collectively experience, and freely extend what the historical Jesus referred to as “the Kingdom.” NHNE and
The Mustard Seed Venture are co-sponsoring this presentation because of the remarkable parallels between the
life and teachings of Jesus and the miracle-filled, relationship-based worldview that is presented in near-death
experiences.

For more information about David Sunfellow
and NHNE's ongoing NDE investigations:
http://nhne-nde.org/
For more information about this presentation,
call or email Alexandra Fraser
(928) 862-0130 • mustardseedventure@gmail.com

